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You may have notice that there are a lot of FOLDERS flying around this office
lately, and a growing number of file drawers appearing.

We are beginning to keep written records of just about everything, both
technical and otherwise.  This, in essence, is our "organizational memory".  Without
these files as an organization, we are like a person with part of their memory missing,
or worse - with no memory at all.

If someone asked you what you had for breakfast yesterday, and suddenly you
found that you could not remember this no matter how hard you tried, you'd probably
be quite upset.  You'd feel as if you were losing control or something.

From an organization's point of view, it is the same kind of horror story when a
client says to us, "But I gave you the changes to the specifications last week, along
with the new pricing agreements we discussed!  And now you've just given me the
completed job, and it's done the old way, and you've handed me an invoice with the
older, higher price on it!  Grrrrrr!!"

What actually happened in the above situation?  The client did give us the new
specifications and pricing agreement, but we either lost it entirely, or buried it in
whatever papers we already had for that client.  Why?  We were disorganized.  We
had no filing system, or even a way to distinguish between the different kinds of
documents and paper records that enter our organization, so it was all just a "mass of
paper".  Of course it got lost!
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So now that we are becoming an organized company, the subject of FILES is
coming up more and more.  That is because our "organizational memory" is
beginning to fill up.  In other words, we as an organization are beginning to have a
memory.  As a result, we are beginning to "learn" to produce our products better.

This memory of ours has different parts, just like your personal knowledge has
different types of information included within it.  These different parts,
organizationally, are the different types of FILES that we keep.  These are:

! TECHNICAL (PRODUCTION) FILES - These are the ones you will see
the most, since these contain all the technical records and instructions
having to do with CUSTOMER work.

A file folder kept in these files, called a TECHNICAL FOLDER, would
contain work-request specifications given to us by the customer, technical
notes on how produce the desired work, proof copies of the products we
produced for the customer, customer changes to the work, and other related
information.

The TECHNICAL FOLDER also contains various "log sheets" to keep
track of customer requests and deadlines, as well as computer disks and
files that are used to do the work for that customer.  Also kept would be any
"samples" having to do with the customer's work, such as special paper
types, stationary, business cards, special forms, etc.

An extra copy of each customer invoice (usually yellow) is also kept in the
TECHNICAL FOLDER (in addition to the copies of invoices kept in other
types of files, such as Treasury files).  This is so that the PRODUCTION
DIVISION of the company has a record of  the value of the service they are
delivering (producing) for the customer.

! TREASURY (ACCOUNTING) FILES - These contain all the financial
records for our customers.  These files include a copy of each invoice
written (the pink copy, usually), as well as bills sent, photo-copies of checks
received, credit card receipts, and any other financial records.

! SUPPLY & INVENTORY FILES - These files would include any and all
records and information kept by us for the ordering and purchasing of
supplies and equipment, as well as our current inventory.  These files would
also contain any information regarding the warrantee, maintenance and
repair of our equipment, including any and all "contacts" we have with
supply, maintenance and repair companies.
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! "CENTRAL" FILES - These files should include at least one folder for each
client who ever did any kind of business with us, even if there is no
technical folder (like they just came in for a photocopy, paid and left). 
Minimally, an additional copy of each invoice written (usually the blue or
gold copy) is kept in these files.  Any letters sent to us are also kept in here,
as well as copies of any letters we sent out to the client.

These files are used as a reference when sending communications to
customers, whether to generate more business or for some other purpose,
are also used to generate our KEOS MAILING ADDRESS LIST(S).

! KEOS TECHNICAL FILES - These files have the same format as the
"TECHNICAL FILES" kept for customer work, but these files instead
apply to internal KEOS projects, such as a KEOS mailing project to get us
more business, or the writing of KEOS issues.  These files are kept in a
SEPARATE set of file drawers, away from the customer technical files, so
that these two files never get mixed up.

! KEOS FORMS/LOGS FILES - These are strictly for keeping supplies and
master copies of the various FORMS and LOG SHEETS that we use at
KEOS in order to do our job.  There would be one folder for EACH pre-
setup "form", containing a "master copy" of the blank form for
photocopying.  It would NOT include the original notes and disk file logs
that were used to produce the form in the first place.  Those would be kept
in a KEOS "technical folder" as covered above.

! KEOS ISSUE FILES - Now that more and more of the company's policies
and procedures are being put in writing in "issue" form, we have to have
someplace to keep them, so that any staff member can get a copy when they
need it.  Each file folder in these files would be for "one issue", and would
include some "supply copies" of the issue (for use by the staff), as well as a
"master copy" for making more "supply copies".

This folder would NOT include the notes and records made when the issue
was first written or later revised, i.e.) the records for the issue that the
author(s) were keeping.  That material, as well as the disk file logs, etc.,
would be kept in the KEOS TECHNICAL FOLDER for the issue.

! STAFF HATTING FILES - These contain the hats for every post in KEOS,
as a "master set" in addition to the hats kept by each staff member in his or
her own space (see further down).
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! STAFF TRAINING FILES - These contain any and all materials that have
to do with the training of staff, such as staff training books or "packs"
(made up by KEOS), "samples" of work previously done so staff can see
the final product (copies kept for staff training), manuals for equipment,
technical books and dictionaries, etc. - i.e.) whatever is needed for a staff
member to study how to do his or her post duties.

The above are the types of files that are generally in "common" usage.  In other
words, they are usually accessible to most if not all staff, even if not all staff need to
use them.

However, certain types of files and records are NOT for use by the staff in
general.  These are as follows:

! STAFF-MEMBER WORK-AREA FILES - These are kept by EACH
STAFF MEMBER at their place of work, i.e.) their desk, table, counter,
their "area".  This would include individual hat packs, information files,
rolodexes, and whatever else is needed by a staff member on a day to day,
minute to minute basis, in order to do his or her post duties.  Other staff
should not be "pawing through" these materials, unless given permission by
the individual staff member to use them.

! EXECUTIVE "PRIVATE" FILES - These are strictly for the use of the
executives of the company, and are not for the use of staff in general.  This
would include legal records, licenses, personnel files, payroll files, and the
like.  These deal with matters that are "private" to the company, or private
to the individual staff members of the company.

In the near future, there will be a number of policies and procedures, issued in
writing, that cover the creation, maintenance and use of all the various types of FILES
and FOLDERS that have been covered in this issue.

The first set of issues will concern the TECHNICAL FILES and TECHNICAL
FOLDERS we keep for our CUSTOMER WORK, since obviously these are what
most staff members of this company will be making use of on a day to day basis. 
These are the "accordion" type folders you see around the office that:

a) have a "CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION" on them (see Keos Hatting
Issue 10-Dec-1994, CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION AND FILING: 
THE CLIENT, ACCOUNT, AND PROJECT for an idea of how these
folders are labeled), and
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b) contain all the technical materials and records that have to do with the
individual "JOBS" done for a the specific customer (as covered in KEOS
Hatting Issue 18-Dec-1994, THE DEFINITION OF A "JOB" AT KEOS).

In the meantime, please make use of the descriptions covered here when you
need to find, make use of, or file an individual folder or piece of information that has
come from - or should be going to - a folder belonging to a set of files we keep.  And
as always, if you have any questions - ASK!

KEOS Technical Writer

Approved by The Management of King Enterprise Office Services (KEOS)


